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Campus groups protest Reform Act today
Club. "We wanted everyone to be involved
(in the rally)," Raul Valdez, Sol member,
Edilor
said. "But, unfortunately, it was on short
In an effort to stop the Welfare Refonn Act notice."
Valdez encourages students to attend and
which would cut $5.6 million in financial aid
a
for
said that they should be concerned about the
here, several campus groups have united
rally from l 1:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. today at the financial aid cuts.
"If the bill passes, it won't only affect the
Science Quad.
and
students here at the university but the
The rally will host several speakers
d
community as well," he said.
informational handouts will be distribute
petition.
a
"Financial aid is not welfare. It is an
and signatures will be collected for
ing
investment. When students graduate they will
El Sexto Sol de MEChA is spearhead
the campus coalition which includes Student contribute to society."
Students can take action by writing to the
Government members and the Social Work

Annind a Munoz

he has had trouble getting in touch with Miguel won't have to pay more money."
However, asSGA president, Leonard wants
Ntvarez, university president
Financial aid is not
in
to students to know about what is going on in
"The president is going to represent us
welfare. It is an inWashington and he hasn't even talked to us," Washington.
vestment.
"Official ly, SGA is helping increase
he said.
the
in
Raul Trejo
awareness (of the Act)," he said Also, SGA
SGA members are also involved
members have begun a petition for Nevarez to
protest against the Act.
Sexto Sol de MEChA
Because the SGA Senate has not met to take to Washington.
"Nevarez has said that he will hand deliver
Senate, he said. "We have the right to write to discuss this matter, SGA president Joseph
of
them to the different Congressional offices,"
Leonard said he could not speak on behalf
our Congressmen."
he said.
E-mail addresses will be provided at the the association.
According to the Arnold Trejo, fmancial
"Ipersonallyambehmdthem(thecoalition)
rally.
a
aid director, the Act is still pending and will
Valdez said he hopes to collect enough 100 percent," he said. "(The Act) is not
signatures to send to Washington; however, welfare reform; it's a welform cut so the rich be on the Senate floor soon.
0

Cafeteria co ntr ac t altered
Verbal changes affec t stud ents

David Waltz
Staff

The Pan American/Eddie Garza

ring
BFW constru ction company Is drilling holes for the foundation suppon s of the Enginee
for
on
going
been
has
ction
Constru
1996.
of
Building which wlll be completed In the summer
about two months.

Students eating at the Snack Bar
should be getting more food and more
variety according to a written contract
between the university and the food
service company. However, Morrison's Custom Management, the·
company running the Snack Bar, and
the university mutually agreed to
change the food service contract
verbally.
The food service contract, an
agreement between the two parties on
whatandhow services will beoffered
at the Snack Bar, changed in Fall
1992. Even though there were
changes, the contract has not been
rewritten.
According to Henry Oh, director of
auxiliary services, the changes did
not warrant a rewrite of the contract

"We felt the changes in the contract
were too minor to go through the long
process ofinvolving system attorneys
and changing the contract on paper."
he said. "It would have been a waste
of time. We changed the contract
verbally. They (Morrison's) weren't
making money with the cafeteria (all
you can eat buffet) so we changed it
(verbally)."
Two of the most drastic changes to
the contract deal with the specificationsofthemenu and the quantity
of food service.
Section 3.02.7, Quantity of Food
Service of the food service contract
states that students will be allowed to
have "Unlimited quantities ofall food
and beverages with the exception of
the solid meat selections...Students
shall be allowed to return for additional quantities at any time."
"We had to make changes (to the
menu) because of the additions of

Taco Bell and KFC (in Fall 1994),"
James R. Langabeer, vice president
for business affairs, said.
Section 3.02.e.5.ProvisionsofFood
Service. displays specific types and
quantitiesoffoodwhichwillbeserved
at breakfast. lunch and dinner. "One
(of two choices of meat) to include a
solid meal The solid meat or whole
meatornotless than5 o.z. raw weight
is not to be shaved, chopped ,
preformed or contain any additives.
To be served daily. Leftovers may be
offered as a third entree only."
AnaddenduminFalll992changed
the Snack Bar hours and added new
sections. Section 5.01.c deals with
the declining balance system which
was implemented. Section 5.01.d
states "The university may offer any
one or combination of programs
outlined in 5.01," which includes

See cafeteria
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Transit survey concludes: Campus parki~g OK
David Waltz
Staff

A survey conducted by a research
firm and funded by Hidalgo County
has concluded initially that a shuttle
service between UTPA and STCC
would not be cost effective at this
time because of the limited
interacti on between the two
campuse s. However . the firm
recommends the university plan for
the future.
l.ackofdensityaroundUTPAand ·
STCC will not allow for campus
shuttles. It was a determining factor
in the study' s conclusions.
"The campuse s aren't large
enough," SteveOrtmannofOrtmann
Planning & Design said.
The study, conducted by Olivarri
& Associates and Ortmann Planning
& Design, was presented in a seminar earlier this week at UTPA.
The study also concluded that the

majority of students would continue
to use their current means of
UTPA & STCC ENROL LMENT
2987 SURVEY RESPONSES
transportation even if a shuttle/transit
Projected Through Year 2005
2668 FROM UTPA
system were available.
' " " tJI Mude/11 tlodyJ
Conclusions were based on the
580 FROM STCC
survey and other study tasks.
800
20,000 11J-;-- r-rr-ML -!.r~~
The institutions should recognize
17,500 -lll---+--+ --+--t--t- '9-t
and plan for the time when campuses
eoo
15,000 I
will be larger and shuttles are needed,
12.500
the study stated.
..co
10,000
''The study team has developed
7,500
observations on which they would
5,000
200
like input to help determine further
2,500
action," Ortmann said.
0
2005
2000
1995
1990
Thestudyreliedheavilyonasurvey
M/1111(11
aus
DROVE DROPPED WAUWJ
OFI'
of 2,666 UTPA students and 560
STCC students.
"A staggered parking rate will help
Other recommendations are that the faculty) just think there is a problem garages.
the
"Even though parking is not a to keep costs low in the future"
university and college plan to regulate because they can't park close to
building they want to go to, even problem now, it is recommended that Ortmann said ''The most important
parking better.
thing UlPA can ·do is to manage
"Parking should be regulated," though there are plenty of spaces UTPA plan for the future," Ortmann
parking effectively. If they don't,
said.
Ortmann said, ''There isn't a parlcing toward the back of campus."
The development of a staggered then there is a problem.
It is recommended that UTPA
problem. There are sufficient parlcing
"Management and planning are the
for additional parking rate based on the proximity to
spaces for the number of students actively seek real estate
keys to successfully build an effective
using them. They (students and parking and look into building parking main buildings is also recommended.

54 stu den ts may travel for cre dit

Final Exam Schedule
7:45 a.rn.
9 -45 a .rn.
5 00 p.rn
8 .30 a.rn
1045 a.rn
1 00 p.m

9 30 a.rn.
11 30 a .rn.
6 45 p.rn.
1015arn
12 30 p .rn.
2 45 p.m.

a.rn
a.rn
p rn
p .m

7 45
9 45
12 45
2 45

a .rn
a.m
pm
pm

9 30
11 30
2 30
4 30

7 45
9 45
12 45
2 45

am
am
pm
pm

9 30 am
11 30 a .m

2 30 pm
4 30 p rn
a .m
a .rn
p rn
p rn

7 45
9 45
12 45
2 45

am
am
p rn
pm

9 30
11 30
2 30
4 30

7 45

a rn

9 30 a .m
11 30 a m
2 30 p m

9 45 a m

12 45 pm

Regan Block

Thursday, May 4
'English 1301 Day classes
"English 1301 Day classes
All evening English 1301 classes

Staff

Friday, May 5
Math 1300 classes
Math 1334 classes
All Math 1340 classes
Monday, May 8
classes
MWF-1
classes
MWF-5
classes
TR-2
classes
TR-5
Tuesday, May 9
classes
TR-1
clas'Ses
MWF-2
classes
MWF-6
classes
TR-6
Wednesda y,
TR-3
MWF-7
MWF- 4
MWF-8

May 10
classes
classes
classes
classes

Thursday, May 11
classes
MWF-3
classes
MWF-9
classes
TR-4

( 7 45 ·
(11 45 ·
( 9 10 ·
( 2 35 ·

8:35)
12:35)
10:25)
3 50)

9 00)
( 8 45 · 9 35)
(1245 · 1:35)
( 4 00 · 5 15)

( 7 45 ·

(10 35
( 1 45
(1045
( 2 45

-11 50)
· 2.35)
-1135)
· 3 35)

( 945 - 1035)
( 3 45 · 4 35)
( 1 10 - 2 25)

Fifty-four students are waiting to
learn whether they have been selected
for the Study Abroad program for this
summer.
Currently, this university hosts only
six sponsored programs, four in
various cities in Mexico, one in Paris
and one in London. Because the
program is comparatively new, the
university alsoprovidessomefunding
to students who desire to go to other
places that UTPA does not host.
Eventually, once the programs are
more established, the university will
not offer that service and students will
be limited to only UTPA sponsored
programs.
There are three different types of
study abroad programs: exchange,
continuing education, and studying
abroad

The exchange program is a literal
"swap" of students. A student from a
foreign institution would be enrolled
in this institutio n, while a Pan
American student would be enrolled
in that institution. The continuing
education program is "tour vacation,"
which offers programs for college
credit and not for credit. The study
abroad program offers UTPA
sponsored and non-sponsored trips.
Criteria for students interested in
studying abroad are as follows:
• They should have never studied
abroad before;
• Those who are participating in an
immersion program;
• Those who are participating in
UTPA programs;
• Those planning to attend longer
programs; and
• Those studying in non-European
programs.
The study abroad programs were

started in 1993. In 1991 a$1 student
per student enrolled was initiated to
help fund scholarships forprospective
candidates for the program.
Financial awards will be provide.cl
in two ways: though basic scholarship
and comprehensive scholarships.
Basic scholarships offer a minimum
of $300 for a short term program, and
comprehensive scholarships offer
$500 for a long term program of one
semester or more. The requirements
for either scholarship are based on
merit, need, and budget Last year
$40,000 was allocated for
scholarships, this year because of
financial cutbacks scholarships only
totaled$32,000. Currently, The Texas
legislature has proposed legislation
that will help fund minorities to study
abroad
From Summer '93 to Summer '94
there only 40 students applied. This
year there were 54 applicants.

transit program."
:Funded by the Hidalgo
Metropolitan Planning Organization and the Texas Department
of Transpor tation, the study
reviewed the adequacy ofexisting
transit systems, and analyzed the
current and projected pedestrian
and vehicular traffic within and
around UTPA and STCC.
It also reviewed the adequacy
ofexisting parking lots, walkways,
and traffic signals, assessed the
feasibility of implementing new
transit services and identified
improvements essential to the
development of improved transit
and pedestrian services.
When completed in June, this
study will address the short,
medium and long term issues
relative to improvin g transportation in and around both
campuses.
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Why take advantage ofstudy abroad
programs?·

See abroad p. 9
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The Pan American

Fro111 the Editor

....

Act allow ing citizens to
carry concealed hand guns
shou ld be reconsidered
The Texas Senate is expected to consider a concealed handgun bill any day now. The House
of Representatives passed the Concealed Gun Act March 16. The act would allow citizens to
carry concealed handguns. Basically, anyone and everyone can carry a weapon for "self
defense."
We question how on God's green eanh someone could actually come up with such a
ridiculous idea and get it approved.
Let's take things in perspective here. Who are the ones who actually do the killing in this
nation?
·
Is it those "barbarians" that hang around until the late hours of the night with all their
"homies"? Let's ponder this situation for a minute. It's midnight, and no one is taunting them,
harassing them or bothering them. They are hanging around with their best friends and drinking
some beers, everything' s cool. All of a sudden, some of the other guys from the opposite side
of the town come over looking to fight them. (It's a territorial thing.)
What's the most that will happen? Both of these groups have been drinking and can't see
clearly, much less think clearly. The only thing to happen is that they will breakout into a fist
fight And because they are so intoxicated with alcohol, they will end up falling of their own
accord instead of having someone else knock them out There are those times, however, when
someone does have a gun and someone else does die. But, it does not happen as often as we are
led to believe. As a matteroffact, many hand gun deaths in America are not due to gang violence
or drive-by shootings. They are caused by jealous husbands and wives or someone in the family
who is angry at another person in the family or because of corporate bosses. And, therein lies
the problem.
Yes, it is time for us to wake up and realire the cause of deaths in America and how guns are
related to them. Anyone, even people with prison records, can buy a gun. They just walk into
any gun store, point and the gun is theirs. Even people who do not look like they are capable
of killing buy guns, case in point, Selena
Selena was not killed by someone who did not know her. She was murdered by someone who
was very close to her and someone who she trusted. So we ask, should she have carried a gun
with her, would it have done any good? Take a look a the situation. Even if Selena had carried
a gun, it would have not done her any good. Where was the opportunity in that to shoot back?
Selena was already on the floor near death. What help does a gun have in that situation-none.
This is not the first case where close fiends or family have killed one another. Take a look
at the Menendez brothers. No one close to them thought they could harbor thoughts to kill their
parents, but, the shocking truth is that they did. The evidence is there. All we have to do is open
our minds to it Truth tell, it would actually be safer to be in the company of strangers than in
the comfort of friends.Strangers have no reason to kill you; psychopaths don't need a reason;
but your friends and family, if they are not thinking rationally, really have a reason to end your
life.
Take a look around you. Question how many people close to you cannot possibly pick up a
weapon and shoot you. It's an amazing revelation when you find out that anyone, even the most
innocent, can do it. And it is for these reasons, and more, that not only should the Concealed
Gun Act be abolished, but a stronger set rules be implemented for stronger gun saftey.We
understand that sometimes using a gun is the most serious type of defense under extreme
situations, but if possible try to avoid it.
The Pan American encourages students to pitch in. Write to your Senators: Sen. Judith
Zaffirini, P.O. Box 12068, Austin, T~. 78711; Sen. Carlos Truan, P.O. Box 12068, Austin, Tx.
78711; Sen. Eddie Lucio, 504 N. 10th, Suite Bll, McAllen, Tx. 78501.

Organizations form coalition
against Welfare Reform Act
Students encouraged to show support
Several campus organizations are coming together to protest the Welfare Reform Act which
has _the possibility of damaging the funds of at least 80 percent of the student population. We
are 10 full support of the protest and encourage students to attend it during the activity period
today at the Science Quad.
This is the door to opening the communication be.lWeen the campus leaders and the students.
However, it should not only be for students. Administrators and professors of this university
should also get out and voice their opinion as well. The Actis something which is dangling over
students necks. Should it pass, it could have will have a lot of repercussions.
The student population at this university would plummet if it passes. There would not be a
need for that many professors. Thus, many instructors would be out ofa job. Tenure isexcluded
in times of fiscal exengencies or cut backs in programs. Although the university is planning
to expand its buildings, the need would not be there. Why build buidlings to accommodate only
a few students?
Make it a point to go out there and show your support with all the other students. And if you
see any Student Government Association members walking around, grab them and make sure
to sign the petition they have against the Welfare Reform Act

~PA
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I0ne or t11e freedoms that you and I as

Guest ·c olumn

·ji?
Americans
granted and guaranteed is
our freedom ofspeech. In case they did not
Mark Milam
teach you this, this means that I can say
whatever I want, I
write the words
that I feel., 1 .can transmit my ideas and been stirring the bitter feelings and
attitudestbroug hmyvokeandm ypen.,.or 'resentment.tow ard our way of life and the
in this case my typewriter.
government. Excuse me, Mr. President,
. / fbis fr~om allows me express myself, but we. the real people of this country are
itcloesnotmean lamthebearerof supreme dma~fied. We are speaking outandacting
truth or the guardian of political out to save :what is Jef't. ltis like watching
correctness. No, I may not be righL I may your only water seeping out a leak in your
be absolutely wrong; but living in this jug. You ·are going to do something about
country, I have the right to say it and write that leak; Jt is your only.wate.-. It is the
it, to print itand paint it, to proclaim it and same situation here.
preach my sermons. To paraphr~e the
If you want people to be strong, you give
great Voltaire, ''I may not always agree them a voice and with that voice they are
with what you have to say, butl will defend able to speak up and make decisions, able
to the death your right to say iL''
to mak_e choices. You weaken a people
Somehow, some way, we are allowing when you take away their individual voices
our freedom
speech to be threatened. aD4 instead provide them with a collective
Even our President bas spoken of 'out of voice.
control Americans', of angry speech, and
Just for the recQrd, I really do not care
their hostile voices. He claimed while in ' for the cutren_t administration of the
Minneapolis recently, that these voices in government speaking· for me as an
Apt~riea-were causing division and discord American. It is even worse when they come
throughout this country. That those who out and lie, saying that their actions were in
were speaking out on the 'airwaves• have our best interesL Whose speech needs to be

are

can

or

controlled?
l'
To bring this closer to home, recently,radio host, Howard Stern, made some
remark on bis radio show that offendec:I
and insulted a number people in thl<i <
area. I am not offering my opinion i11 ,
regard to those remarks. What I will
isthatundermy beliefsandmyc onceptof
free speech, Howard Stern bad every right
to say what be did. If you do not like it,
turn it off. No one makes you listen _a nd
no one can make you believe what you
bear.
;.,
That is all within yourself. -._ As ap
American citizen, Howard Stern can
hateful, rude things as long as _b e
wants. .•until be takes his last gasp of ait,
but he does not have the right to listeners.
Listening is an active choice mad,e _.
voluntarily by yourself. Take this for
example; 1 did not force you to read thih
column, you chose to on your own•.'.and''
even more important, what if l said
something that offended you._would th:t :
have made me wrong? According to·''
Arkansas Bill, I would be unAmeric~
and flat wrong,_ Remember this-,Power·
to the People and to the Press!

or

say,

·say

World

Nation

State

The top scientist in the
doomsday cult suspected in the
lethal nerve gas attack on Tokyo's
subways was ambushed and
fatally stabbed by a right wing extremist
police and dorens of reporters looked on.
Hideo Murai, 36, was the head of the Aum
Shinri Kyo cult's "Science and Technology
Ministry" and was believed to be the focus of
the investigation in the nerve gas attack.

A man dressed in a Big Bird
costume was beaten by six
youths with baseball bats after
leaving a 4-year old birthday
party. The attachers 16-20 attacked Wayne
Quinn, 26, of Braintree, Mass. The incident
was supposedly captured on video tape.

TheslayingofTejanomusic
star. Selena has changed little
in how Texans view the
concealed-wea pons bill
curremlyin the Senate. A poll published last:
week indicates that it still retains the support
of 46 percent of Texans, compared to 48percent against Compared to January, th;
poll found support of 51 percent with
opposition of 46 percent

as

Women from twenty nations assembled in
Ravensbrueck, Gennany, the sight of a Nazi
concentration camp, to renew the sense of
sisterhood and inner strength that helped
•hem survive their ordeal by visiting the
place where they suffered so much under
Nazi oppression.

Hispanics are making
a mockery of history,
student says
Let's use our imagination. Let's imagine
that it is next February, which will be Black
History Month. The NAACP announces that
it will dedicate their Black History Month
efforts toShaquilleO'Neal. ShaquilleO'Neal?
African-American people everywhere say,
"What has he contributed toourpeople? He's
a good guy with a lot of talent, but how has he
helped the advancementofourpeople? Aren't
there people like Rosa Parks and Dr. Martin
Luther King who deserve the honor more than
Shaquille?"
The answers are obvious, right? Well,
imagine how dumbfounded I was when I saw
the advertisements that this year's Cinco de
Mayo festivities, which are sponsored by the
UPB, would dedicated to Selena Now don't
get me wrong, I'm as much as a Selena fan as
the next person. I, too, was hurt and angered
by her murder. But Cinco de Mayo is not the
time to jump on the bandwagon and celebrate
her life. Selena seemed like a charming person
with a good heart who possessed a lot of
talent, but again, I ask the questions. What has
she done for our people? What has she for the

The courtly Mississippi Democrat who
exercised vast influence over America's
military during four decades in the Senate,
died last weekend at 93. Former Sen.John C.
Stennis was nicknamed the "conscience of
the Senate" for his work on the Senate's code
of ethics and strict religious convictions. The
only blot to his record was his opposition to
integration.

advancementand liberation of the Mexicanos?
Once again, we seem to make a mockery of
our history. The people who really deserve to
be recognized on this day are passed over
through ignorance. Why not dedicate the
events to Cesar Chavez, Dolores Huerta,
Pancho Villa or Emiliano Zapata, people
whose lives were and, in Huerta's case, is
dedicated to the struggle and advancement of
our people.
Cinco de Mayo should not only be a day
where people party, aTejano band plays and
UPB sells 50-cent tacos. It should go way
deeper than that. It should be a day of
retrospect We should real ire that this is a day
of historical significance. We should
understand that true Ii beration of the Mexican
people was not achieved on this day. We must
understand that many Mexicans, on both sides
of the border, are struggling for the same
rights and reasons that they fought for and
thought they achieved back in 1862. But
don't take my word for it, just ask the people
who live in the many Colonias around the
Valley or the Zapatistas in Chiapas.
So we should save the tribute to Selena for
another time and save Cinco de Mayo to
recognire those who need and deserve to be
recognized. We should set the day aside to
acknowledge our true heroes. On Cinco de

\

-

The Texas Senate on Monday approved
its plans to steer juvneiles fromcrime and :
strengthen punishment for those juvneiles
who break the law.
'
The Senate says the bill is morJ:I
compassionate than the one which the house '
approved.

Mayo we should also realire how far we have
corneas a race and how far we still need tog~.
Ray Quiroga

Political Science Sophomore

SGA asks students
for support against
welfare act

t

.
•'t

In the May 20,edition ofThe Pan American
it was brought to SGA members' attentio~
that the $5 .6 million dollars in cuts will greatly
affect our university and the RGV way oflife.
Several students came to SGA. to voice their
concerns about this matter and asked us if we
would help. SGA ~s asking the student body
of. U~ A tQ wnte letters voicing their
bbJCCUons and concerns to this proposition
before the United States Senate.
Please bring your letters to UC 31 5. Several
students
will also be walking around Wl'th
. .
peuuons and if you don't want to write a
letter, please sign one of these petitions. You
can al~o se~d a message via E-mail through
the umvers1ty computer.
E-Mail at DOGGET@HR.HOUSE.GOV.

Joseph Leonard
SGA president
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Resident association offers free breakfast to dorm students
Rick Garza
Staff
As the end of the year comes to a
close and finals creep up on students,
what support can dorm residents and
students anticipate from this school?
The housing committee made arrangements for a breakfast buffet to be
served to resident students and the
general student body on May 8th from
11:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. at the Snack
Bar.

The housing committee will work
together with Morrison's Hospitality
Group in the cooking of the buffet and
cleaning.
The breakfast buffet ,themed "Midnight Breakfast," consists of the following; all-you-can eat eggs, sausage,
bacon, pancakes, biscuits, flour tortillas, salsa, dessert.coffee, orange juice
and milk.
The idea for the Midnight breakfast
buffet was brought forth upon the
awareness of the students study load

during finals and the need to provide
them with a quick accessible meal
break.
The Midnight breakfast buffet sponsored by the head residents of both
men's and women's donns have actively been involved in providing residents with such leisure activities.
During the Super Bowl game, the
UC rec.room was opened and food
was provided along with entertainment
"We want to invite all our residents

from both halls to come and enjoy our
Midnight Breakfast and wish them
good luck on the exams," Rina Roberts,headresident-women'sresidence
hall, said.
The committee has been providing
students with this service for the past
four years and will continue at the
request of donn students.
"The students always inquire about
the buffet and desire for the buffet to
be offered even during mid-terms,"
Roberts said.

What's Happening!
Today

room 202 from noon to I p.m.
• Mass will be held in the Campus
• UPB is sponsoring a Cinco de
Chapel at noon. Communion services
are every Monday, Wedenesday, and Mayo Celebration from 11 a.m. to 2
Friday, at 12:45 p.m. Mass is every p.m. in the UC Circle.
Sunday at 7 p.m. in the Catholic Cen• The Honors Society will hold a
ter, 1615 W Kuhn St.
reception at noon in LA 312, to honor
those graduating with honors.
27

• UPB has planned a Coffee House
• The Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity
series in the Ballroom for the 1995
will
hold a meeting at 4:30 p.m. in
Spring Semester. The series program
Emila
Hall 211.
will be today. The event will take
place in the University Ballroom and
• Persons interested in going with
start at 7 p.m. All the coffee you can
drink and the entertainment will be Juventud Hispana's Cultural Trip to
Puebla and Acapulco please contact
free of charge for all who attend.
tion as to why this cenain person is also feel sad if I was the only Work big honor."
April 27 Naked Pop (Musical Efrain at 384-4973 or Patty at 381Sandra loves worlcing with students,
unique and his/her employee contri- Study of the Year (I st place winner),
1232. The trip is May 16-24.
group)
bution was considered for the awards. because it wouldn't be so much of a
See Worlcstudy p. 9
When Sandra Garza was asked how
• An assortment of lost jewelry,
she felt about her first place awanl
29
books,
and other items may be claiined
with Workstudy of the Year, she said.
• Planned Parentbood of Hidalgo at the University Police Department
"It was a total shock -I wasn't expectcounty is sponsoring a Crawfish Boil Please be prepared to show ID and to
ing it!...I was concerned though befrom 1 to 5 p.m. at La Vista Park, give a description of the item you have
cause I heard how (the Republicans)
McAllen.
lost
are considering cutting the Workstudy
Program, and I feel that it would be a
May2
great loss to the University if that
Next week wlll be the flnal weak
•
PTAWL, (Prospective Teachers for admitting anouncamants for
happened.
Applying Whole Language) will have What's Happening. Deadline Is at 4
"I'm not threatened by this because
a
meeting in the Education Building in p.m. Monday.
I'm already going to graduate, but it
would be a loss to others who depend
on the Work Study Program. It would
If you would like more information about placing

Workstudy of the year named
Jessica Coder
Staff

Two students were awarded first
and second place for Workstudy of the

Year. Sandra Garza, a junior majoring
in Political Science, recieved a $200
reward, and Claudia Infante recieved
a $150 reward.
800 applicaton forms were sent out
for nominations, all of which 23 were
returned. The criteria for Work Study
of theYear was that each nominee
performed academic excellence, initiative, reliability, responsibility, professionalism, and overcome an obstacle in his/her life. Also, an explana-

Psi-Chi attends co nfre nce

President MlguelNMrez congratulates Sandra Garza .. the first
psychotherapy,primatebehavior,and Workstudy Of the Year.

Jessica Coder
Staff

The Psi-Chi National Honor Society attended the 41 st Annual South
Western Region Psi-Chi Conference
held at the Sheraton Gunter Hotel in
San Antonio. Attending were Kim
Snyder, president; Rosa Alaniz, vice
president; Leaf Varnum, treasurer;
Robert Moore; Mari Aguilar; Rolando
Garza, and Neldie Gonzales.
Seminars included discussion on
diverse psychological issues such as

cognition.
Wendy James Aldridge and Gigi
Gonz.alez presented a paper on Gorilla Aquatics based on research conducted at Gladys Porter Z.00. Dr. Mark
Winkel presented a poster on Jury
Selection.
New officers for Fall 1995 are as
follows:
Rosa Alaniz, president; Jo Emma
Urena, vice president; Neldie
Gonz.ales, secretary; andLeafV amwn,
treasurer.

Wrltlngfryplng Services: Essays, re-

search papers and resumes. Compositicffl., mechanics, grammar. Tutoring.
Call 380-1563. Rush jobs.
For Sale: Macintosh computer and
printer. Complete system only $499.
Call Chris at 800-289-5685.
Complete WordprocesslngServkes.
Reasonable rates and fast service. Editing extra. Diane 585-0559.
Contract No.215XXM3001. Notice to
contractors of proposed work. The
Texas Department of Transportation,
District Office, 600 West Expressway
83, Pharr, Texas, will accept sealed
bids for INSTALLATION OF BRIDGE
TRAFFIC RAIL, MBGF & TERM.
ANCH SECTION. Work will be performed in Hidalgo Co. (02). Bids will
be received no later than 5:00 p.m., 5/
22/95 and then publicly read at 10:30
a.m., 5/23/95. All prospective bidders
are encouraged to attend the Pre-Bidders' conference which will be held at
10:30 a.m., 519/95 at the above mentioned address. Bidding proposals,
plans and specification may be obtained
at the Pre-bidders' conference, or by
contacting the District Maintenance
office at 210-702-6132 in Pharr after
the pre-bid conference date.

Police Reports
Theft

Forgery

A student reported her purse stolen.
A student reported a video stolen.

A student reported that his refund check
was forged -and cashed at a bank in
Edinburg.

Attempted theft
A high school student was cited to see Driving while intoxicated
Justice of the Peace Torres for at- A male was arrested for driving under
tei:npting to take a book from the Uni- the influence of alcohol.
versity Library.

Assault
Criminal Mischief

A female student was assaulted by her
A student reported that his vehicle was husband. Husband grabbed her hand
damaged while parked in Lot B.
and prevented her from leaving.

Dr. hard•l•y's
Super CUnlc ...

PARALEGAL
INSTEAD OF LAW SCHOOL

ma::~5!~1::::ou
Natitinwt~e./Jolf
P;l"ijc~ment
!}>·=: r:t:;: [::;:.:-:\ ~:;.::\ ;;j

{Your;;ta~eer In law"

Call for a FREE v1;de6,;•J 1

1-sor;:1iibsso

Models wanted: Catalogs, videos, in-

ternational magazines, call official
swimwear illustrated cover search photographer. Clients include Ujena, more
featured on EntertainmentTonight. (713)
867-3927 for additional information and
references.
Theme Parks, Hotel &
Spas, Mountain/Outdoor Resorts, +
more! Earn to $12/hr.+ tips. For more
information, call (206) 632-0150 ext
Resort Jobs:

~-::-:·~\

coi,ege; qegree R.~qi.JJ_[ed

DENVER ~ARALS.G:WL INSTITUTE

:~;,~;:J!fliJ1tl~~~,:~:/

1

R58631.

The University of Texas

,19<7

* San Antonio

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

"Where Our Patients' Eyw HNhh Comes Fht"
3 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
317 S B,oaclway, McAllen 700 S 10'1 S1
(210) 686-7435
McAlon
1
-Y
210 .82-3126

Contract No. 215XXM2009: Notice to
contractorsofproposedwork. TheTexas
Department of Transportation, District
Office, 600 West Expressw~y 83, Pharr,
Texas, will accept sealed bids for LITTER PICKUP AND DISPOSAL. Work
will be performed on US 281, Etc. in
Hidalgo Co. (07). Bids will be received
no later than5:00 p.m., 5/22/95 and then
publicly read at 1:30 p.m., 5/13/95. All
prospective bidders are encouraged to
attend the Pre-Bidders' conference which
will be held at 1:30 p.m., 5/9/95 at the
above mentioned address. Bidding proposals, plans and specifications may be
obtained at the Pre-Bidders' conference,
or by contacting the District Maintenance office at 210-702-6132 in Pharr
after the pre-bid conference date.

an ad or a classified, call or come by The Pan
American office at UC 322 or call 381-2541.

107 E_ Mam St
lh Gra-de Oly
210 487-6052

The best
graduate
programs
in town are
also the most
·affordable

.._,

JllaryOllvares
t1111rrr/Oprnu,,
117A S. 13th SL
Edinburg
383-2491

B:JO s.m. -6:JO p.m. (Mon-f'rl)
B:JO a.m -12:JO p.m (sat}

CHOOSE THE APARTMENT COMMONITY
THAT OFFERS SO MOCl1 MORE ...

*

*
*
*

Luxurious I , 2 and 3 bedroom

2 swimmin~ pools

*
*

Tennis courts
Family and adult
BeautifuOy landSCZlped
Close to schoolsWalk fo U.T.P.A.
Cabana with &r-B-O Pits
On-site mana~ement-

*

mainlenance
Courfesy patrol

*

24-hour emeriency

P~OFE.S.SIONAL MANAGEMENT

, 1609 WEST SCNUNIOR. · EDINBUR.G · 383-8382

Apply NOW to one of 27 graduate degree
programs at The University of Texas at San Antonio

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
••
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BUSINESS

SCIENCES & ENGINEERING

Mosler of Business Administration
Accounting
Business Economic s
Fina nce
Huma n Resources Ma nagem ent
Informa tion Systems
Internat iona l Business
Management Scie nce
Ma nagement of Te chnology
Taxation
Moster of Professional Accounting
Moster of Taxation

SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

Master of Science
Bio logy
Biotechnolog y
Chem istry
C omputer Sc ience
Environme ntal Scie nces
Geolog y
Ma nagement of Technology
Ma thema tics
C ivil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanic a l Engineering
Ph.D. in Biology
Empha sis in Neurobio logy

Moster of Arts
Anthropology
Bicultural-Bilingual Stud ie s
Education
History
Moster of Science
Psychology
Moster of Public Administration

Master of Arts
Art History
Eng lish
Spanish
Moster of Music
Moster of Fine Arts

FI NE ARTS & HUMANITIES

Ca llus

Low in-state tu,t,on • Graduate ass,stantsh,ps • M,nonty
outreach programs • Fully accredited • Modern fac1!1t1es
and learning env,ronment • Outs landing faculty

(2 J0) 691-4533

Or wr,fe us:

Office o f Admissions • The Un1versIty of Texos a t San Antonio
6900 North Loop 1604 Wes1 • Son Anlomo, TX 78249

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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Target supports university theatre's latest production
Store
donates
$2,000 grant for
Shakespeare play

"We are really excited
about working with Target
and the McAllen Parks
Department with this
project. ..This is the first
time Shakespeare has
been presented outdoors
and free to the public, in
the Valley."

The City of McAllen Parks and Recreation Department
will present the University Theatre a free-to-the public production of Shakespeare's comedy "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" on May 21 at 6:30 pm in Archer Park.
The play is sponsored by Target.
Dick Manin, Target store manager.recently presented a
check for $2000 to the University Theatre for this project
According to Dr. Linda Donahue, Box Office Manager,
Target has a history of supporting the community performing arts.
"We are proud to have Target as a sponsor and in my
opinion, Target is setting an example to support the arts,"
she said.
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" is directed by the University Theatre professor Doug Cummins, with a cast of
twenty students and several community actors.
"We are really excited about working with Target and
the McAllen Parks Department with this project," says
Cummins.

Doug Cummins
Director

"This is the first time Shakespeare has been presented Ellen Solls, Target team relations leader, Dick Martin, store manager, Linda Donahue, UTPA box office manoutdoors and free to the public, in the Valley."
ager and Larry Pressler, director of department of Parks and Recreation (McAllen).
Cummins has shortened the play to an hour and a half,
Join us for a modem interpretation on Shakespeare's whimsical vision of the longest night of
and updated the costumes and production design to a more modern era.
We have modernized the play concept to make this production and understandable to a the year, says Cummins," when Lord, what fools these mortals be!" he said.
Cast in the roles of Oberon and Titania, king and queen of the fairies, are Gabriel Arriaga
modem audience.
This play is about fantasy and all the magical events that happen in a forest on a midsummer's and Charle Conaster.
The comically star-crossed lovers Demetrius, Lysander, Helena, and Hermia are Mauro
eve.
"On mid-summer's night, the fairies come out to play and mysterious things can happen! Flores, Jr., Eric Gana, Brenda Vallejo, and Aileen Corpos.

The hilarious rustics are played by Carter
Robinson, Kyle Jones, Roy Estrada, Jr.,
Susibeth Vdlanueva, K.irlc Davidson has taken
the rakish part of the Puck.
"We hope that everyone interested in theatre will show up for this unique experience,"
says University Theatre Artistic Director
Marian Monta.
"What a wonderful way to be introduced
to live productions and to Shakespeare, the
greatest of our playwrights!"
For more information, contact the McAllen
Parks and Recreation Department at 682-1517
or the University Theatre at 381-3581.

Zeppelin fan picks favorites; disappointed by Hightone productions ·
Mark Milam
Slliff

Can you hear me? Hello, are we
turned up? If you can not hear then
come closer and clean out your ears.
I hope to bring music salvation
once a week and make your life a little
better.
Okay, maybe not your life, but at
least your music collection will see
improvement
I cheated a little bit this week on
the music. I must come clean and
true. I sat down with three selections
and tried to be objective and fair, but
I just could not help it.
I knew one of the three would be
good, so that is our first selection and
If the following two are not treated
equally, then so be it. At least I told
you.

Encomium: A tribute to Led Zeppelin. Atlantic Record
Led Zeppelin rules! I still remem-

~ ~~' ~
11.tP':~~-.,:
0
"~'

ber the first time I ever heard Led
Zeppelin, I was about twelve years
old, and my friend Hank had borrowed his sister's album and when my
mom went to the store we threw that
fat, black chunk of vinyl on the old
RCA stereo and jammed!
The music of Led Zeppelin has
been a cornerstone of my music, both
listening and playing. Apparently I
am not the only one.
This album contains twelve classic
songs that have been covered by a
variety of groups and performers.
From Sheryl Crow, Hootie and the
Blowfish, Henryl Rollins, Stone
Temple Pilots.
Even Duran Duran is on here doing a cover of 'Thank You' a,1d its
good, I thought these guys had gone
back across the ocean and died.
The highlights of this album, and
that was a hard choice because every
selectipn was excellent, has to be the
Stone Temple Pilots with their choice

of 'Dancing Days' and the group
Cracker with their version of 'Good
Times, Bad Times.'
I single these two choices out because the groups did a cover song like
I believe it should be done. With a lot
of respect and little bit of flash, staying true to the song but making it your
own.
One other thing, if you get this release do yourself a favor and also pick
up an old, original Led Zeppelin album, my pick is 'Houses of the Holy.'
The next two reviews for you this
week come from two different types
of singer-songwriter.
When they handed the two discs to
me, I felt kind of ill. I like loud music, I like guitars, and drums...crash,
boom, bang, man.
Singer-songwriter, just the title
brought up ugly images of James Taylor, folk music, acoustic guitars,
bongos...but I was half-wrong this
time as well. I actually liked one of

the guys, and if they try and take it
back, well...They might as well cut
off one of my ears.

Chris Smither: Up on the
Lowdown. Hightone Records.
From the streets of New Orleans
comes Chris Smither who plays a
mean acoustic guitar and sings like a
man lost in a well.
Mixed with some skill picking, a
dash of the blues, a dash of folk,
Smithers has served up a musical
stew.
Smithers does not mince words in
this feast, the songs come on slow and
strong, and leave an impression.
I have never heard one man with
his guitar control so much sound,
there is only one other who comes to
mind, and that is the great John Lee
Hooker...
And if you know your blues, you
know Mr. Johnnie Lee, and if you listen to this one, then soon you will remember Chris Smither.

Dave Alvin: King of California.
Hightone Records.
It is amazing that the same record
company genius who would ship a
Chris Smither album to us up on the
third floor would also include a piece
of CD garbage such as the album
above. I will not even allow it to be
mentioned again in this column.
Just as I was coming to this new
awareness of the merits of singersongwriters I was splashed in the face
with a pail of bad music.
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Reproductive Services
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King of what? King of the crap pile
that goes out to the corner for Tuesday trash day.
So that is that. Do they always have
to mess me up? I guess so, until next
time...Keep jamming!
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Taking A Loo k

The Flip Side
It is not until Dexter is befriended
by Eric, played by Brad Renfro, that
The Cure
he really starts to enjoy his boyhood
Brad Renfro
and forgets that he has the disease.
Joseph Mauella
Eric, however, is adamant about
Annabella Sicorria
finding a cure for Dexter that he gives
Well, what can I say. I knew this all sorts of candy and experiments
movie was about two kids who met leaves to treat the disease.
Eric even gives Dexter a poisonous
in the swnmer and were bound to
become best friends. I also knew that plant thinking that it could hold the
one of the kids had AIDS and was cure. Then, they venture out on their
dying and it would be a struggle to own to find the one doctor who holds
the cure, or at least they think he does.
find, what else, The Cure.
The doctor was publicized in a
As I sat and watched, there was
magazine and not one of
tabloid
nothing new to me. Many of the
standards.
respectable
of
nature
scenes depicted the true
was great. Renfro and
acting
The
how many individuals, especially
the bond of friendship
kept
Mazzella
someone
kids, act when exposed to
the whole movie.
throughout
alive
who has AIDS.
Eric's mom,
odds,
the
when
Even
the
calling,
name
There is the
them.
against
were
the
of
cussing, and the harassing
The cinematography was rather
child with AIDS, Joseph Mazzella,
I guess with a movie as serious
plain.
Dexter.
plays
who

as this one, you really don't want to
go all the way out and do spectacular
shots that'll impress the audience.
On the flip side, it was the longest
movie I have ever sat through. Some
of the scenes just dragged on and on
and on.
By the end of the movie, we just
wanted Dexter to die, we knew he
would, that way it could all be over
with and we could just go home, or
go hide under a rock and die. Yes,
the movie was that depressing.
Despite all that, the movie does
have its strong points, I don't predict
any academy awards, but who am I
to say.
Nonetheless, if you want to see a
movie with a lot of heart in it go see
this movie. If not. stay home and
listen to Boyz to Men. Their music
is equally depressing.•••112 Omar

to the room because she is not
"family." After that, she draws back
and sighs, "I was going to marry that
man." A nurse overhears her
comment, and after surgery she
guides her to Peter's room. The
This is definately a movie I family then enters and asks who Lucy
wanted to see, because the previews is, the nurse pipes up and says, "She
looked promising. I thought this is his fiance."
Instantly, Lucy is flooded with
would be a mushy love story, but I
from Peter's family, and
questions
was wrong. The movie had comedic
chance to explain who she
a
has
never
edge, Sandra Bullock exposes her
same night she is
That
is.
really
raw comedic ta1ent.
house, at last
family's
the
to
invited
Lucy, (Sandra Bullock) lost her
will go. That
she
decides
she
minute
mother at a young age, and had lost
Lucy
between
formed
is
bond
a
night
her father within the last year. She
lives alone, with her cat. and works and Peter's family. Eventually, Lucy
at the Chicago Transit Authority. sees Peter's family as her own.
Then, enter Jack, (Bill Pullman)
Every weekday around 8:01 to 8:15
a.m., a handsome man, attired in Peter's brother. While the family
expensive business garb, buys a token buys that Lucy is engaged to Peter,
for the train to go to work. The same Lucy and Jack fall for each other.
Gonzalez
What makes this tlick great is it's
man happens to be the man of her
plot, and Bullock's subtle
twisted
dreams.
movie proves that not
This
humor.
It comes to be that Lucy is forced
fall in love at first
person
a
can
only
to work on Christmas Day. Naturally
sight, but also at second sight.
she's bummed because has work on
Regan Block.
•• •
a holiday, and then her "prince
charming," who will be later
identified as Peter, (Peter Gallagher)
approaches her to buy a token for the Circle of Frknds
train. He pauses, and wishes her a Savoy Plctllres
''Merry Christmas," she wants to Chris O'Donnell, Minnie Driver
respond, but when she tries to talk she
stutters and he walks off. Meanwhile,
It's the 1950's. Its Ireland and
while she is banging her head against a coming-of-age romantic comedy.
her desk, her "prince charming" is Enter Chris O'Donnell , the film's
getting mugged on the platform. She leading man, as the prince charming
picks up her head and realizes the with a naive, sweet disposition and
situation at hand and runs to the incredibly fake Irish accent, who falls
platform to aid "her man." The for a slightly full-figured Bernadette
muggers beat him up, and knock him (Minnie Driver) • Minnie Driver, a
onto the tracks. Lucy runs out into newcomer to the cinema, portrays a
the tracks to help him, to make the young, sweet, perceptivelrish school
situation worse, a train is coming into girl who wins the leading man's heart
the station. Desperately, she shakes through her perception and
him to wake him up, nothing works. sensitivity.
1M Pan AmttiGln/DaYid WIiii In a final attempt to save his life, she
Set against a time when talking
Terry Neisler, Suslbeth VIiianueva and Rebecca Quintanilla star
musters up enough strength and pulls about one's sexuality was considered
In UTPA's production of Allee In Wonderland.
him off the tracks.
taboo and marriages were arranged,
and Lucy the story begins as the two central
unconscious,
is
Peter
direction,
excellent
sic characters and elements of the made up by the
to the hospita1. As she characters meet in college and
acting and of course the universal followed him
original story.
being wheeled into incredibly bond instantly over an
was
he
there,
got
This performance did lack the clar- appeal of the story.
the Operation Room. She chases open conversation by a creek. Bernie,
ity and smoothness of the original
after him, and she is denied entrance as her friends call her, is pressured to
See Play p. 9
storv. but what the scriot lacked was

While You Were Sleeping
Hollywood Pictures in connection
wiJh Caravan Pictures
Sandra Bullock., Bill Pullman
Peter Gallagher

Classical fairy tale revived by university theatre
David Waltz
Staff

When I walked into the theatre to
see Alice in Wonderland I knew this
prod uction was going to be the
wierdest and wackiest of all plays I
have seen. The cast was mingling
with the audience and establishing the
lighthearted mood of the perfor.
mance.
Lewis Carol's timeless classic was
brought to life in the University Theatre. The whole cast contributed to
the comedic success of this performance and made the performance
enjoyable to watch.
Audience participation was a factor in the performance and without it
I think the play would have had less
pf an impact. The shouts of "Olay!"
from the audience when a stage
magician(Mara Lee Rowin) blew a
police whistle indicated a chapter
change.
This abridged version of Alice in
,Wonderland takes Alice(Rebecca
'
on a journey through the
:Monroe)
;world of wonderland with all the clas-

court the small town's most eligible

bachelor. Having aspirations for her
future-her future with the leading
man in particular- she is caught in
the middle of deciding whats right for
her and doing what her parents think
is right for her.
Bernadette and her two friends
learn lessons in life as experiences are
encountered for the first time, at times
in the most humorous ways. In the
end, all innocence is lost-well... not
all. Bernie manages to maintain a
certain amount of integrity
throughout the film that makes you
see past the slight weight thing and
make you want to take her home to
mom.
Inspiring and real for that era
and very well ours, I recommend this
film to all those that love coming-ofage melodramas, where through the
role of the characters, life's incredible
lessons are experienced for the first
time. ••• Rid GanA

Montell Jordan
Island
This Is How We Do It
Jordan, who hails from the inner
city of Los Angeles, is a "survivor of
the mean streets of South Central,
LA." He can'obviously tell you how
''the streets" are. And he does, though
his music.
The 6'8," Pepperdine University
grad, not only has a hit with his title
ttack, "This Is How We do It," but is
also currently on a promotional tour.
Jordan's soothing voice and savvy
lyrics are what make the album greaL
In addition, to his voice and lyrics,
the background beat to his tracks is
extremely likable.
Track three, "This Is How We Do
It" is the best song on the CD. The
majority of the songs on this album
are fast-paced, and resemble the type
of song you would hear at you
favorite club.
But. on the otherhand, Jordan also
displays his sentimental side with
sweet, slow ballads.
••• -Regan Blocl

It's One Of The Most Usefu l Credit Cards On The
Planet . Unless You've Stolen It.
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a new season
As an officer I hope to
set an example for the
rest of the girls in the
team.

Melissa Mata
Features Editor
Whether they're dancing or
cheering, the UTPA cheerleaders and
Blazers are stepping out and preparing
themselves for the full and busy year
that lies ahead.
Both new teams debuted this week
following tryouts earlier this month.
"The competition was really rough
this year," Charlie Caceres, coordinator
fa'danceandcheerleadingteams,said
"I had a lot of talented people come
and try out for the open spots on both
teams."
At the time of the tryouts, Caceres
said judging was not as easy as it had
been in the past. "There was much
talent to choose from but the choices
had to be made," he said.
"Having a lot of talented people to
choose from is a great problem for a
coach to have," he said. "The only
thing is that when the competition is
that rough, the judges judge harder
and become picky until the best are
selected."
This year 20 ~ls were selected for
the 1995-1996 Blazers while 12
women and two men were selected for
the 1995-1996 cheerleading squad.
According to Caceres this has been the
. most women to qualify.
"This year we decided to allow more
people qualify to for the two teams
because of the amount of visibility
they are getting," he said. "The Blazers,
who have existed for only three years,
are getting a lot of publicity now as
well as the cheerleaders. For that
reason, we increased the openings."
Another reason he said contributed
to the amount of interest was the
amountof professionalism and pride
found within the members.
"A lot of people have commented
on how professional the girls look," he
said. ''They take a lot of pride in how
well they perform and look because
they are representatives of U1PA as

Celina Ramos
Leiutenant

The Pan AmericarvCarlota Velasco

The Bronc Blazers perfonned Tuesday at the Mercedes High School to promote school spirit at the
high school. The Blazers will perfonn May 4and7 at PSJA North. Also the glrlswlllperfonn In McAllen
on May 5.
well as cheerleaders or dancers. People
can look at them and know that they
are from UTPA and know that they are
proud of what they are doing."
Because of the amount of publicity
the teams have received, Caceres said
the number of outside shows has
increased every year.
Both the Blazers and the
cheerleaders have already completed
45 outside performances since
September and are expected to
continue to perform in the coming
year.
"The girls really seem to enjoy
performing out in the community,"
Caceres said. ''They get to meet a lot of
different people and, at the same time,
more and more people are finding out
who they are."

Even though some of the girls are
used to attention,othersaren'tquite as
comfortable, he said.
"1bey get really excited when they
gettoperform, butattimessomeofthe
new ones do get nervous and become
a little scared," Caceres said. 'That's
when the veterans step in and talk to
them and tell them what to expect
After that, they're usually fine. It all
takes time because they aren't in high
school any more and they have to get
used to the new costume and the dance
moves as well as the crowds."
Blazerdance team captain Christina
Barrera.a sophomore from San Benito,
said she expects to have a good year
ahead and hopes the season goes well
for everyone.
"This is going to be my second year

as a Blazer and I hope that it's better
than last year," Barrera said. "Now
that we have a lot more girls involved,
we have an opportunity to perform a
lot of different dances and do a lot of
different things that we didn't get to do
last year because of the number of
people involved last year."
Before becoming a member of the
Blazers and captain, Barrera said she
didn't have much to look forward to,
but now all of that has changed.
"I used to hate college before I tried
out for the Blazers because all I would
do was come to school and go home
and study," she said. "Now all of that
has changed and I like coming to
college because I have something to
look forward to after I get out ofclass."
Blazer Lt. Celina Ramos, a
sophomore from Harlingen, feels that
the team and the women have a lot to

offer this year.
''The girls look really promising this
year," she said. "They know what they
are doing and when they need to do iL
They have the enthusiasm that's
needed and with that they can do a lot
of things if they set their minds to it."
However, as an officer, Ramos said
shehopestosetanexampleandtogain
more experience as the year passes.
"As an officer I hope to set an
example for the rest of the girls in the
team," she said. "I have more
responsibility than I did last year but I
can learn a lot from the girls and they
can learn a lot from me. We all learn
from each other, and that is what is
importanL"
This year Caceres had only a limited
number of veterans tryout again for
the teams. Only seven former danc.e
team members returned while the
cheerleaders had six members return
to the squad.
"All of the girls are working
extremely hard and it shows in their
performances," he said. "They are all
so willing to learn and they are ready
to do anything, especially when it
comes to new things."
As far as Caceres is concerned, his
immediate plans for the two new
groups is to get them as many
performances as he can so that more
and more people will get to know
about the cheerleaders and the Blazers.
Both teams will attend summer
camp July 26-29 and will compete
against other dance and cheer squads
while learning new routines throughout
the year.
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Broncs signees expected to fill void
,eft by All Sun Belt pe·r formers

Broncs, Jaguars split pair
Broncs need three wins to advance
to conference tournament

'

'
Carlos Ybanez
Sports Editor
'
• The men's basketball team kept its
guard up last week, as two junior
college backcoun players signed
NCAA national letters of intent to
attend the Sun Belt Conference school.
Guards Roderick Blackman of Little
Rocle, Arie., and AJ. Ashe of Long
j3each, Miss., each committed to the
Broncs on the first day players are
permitted to sign. Their signing is
~xpected to help fill the void caused by
the departure of All-Sun Belt performer
Chris Clay and Greg Black, a two-year
starter who led the Sun Belt in steals
last season and set a school record in
that category.
"We're excited about the players
we've signed," said Head Coach Mark
Adams, who directed the team to a
fourth place in the Sun Belt this season.
"With the signing of Roderick and
AJ. plus the nucleus of the players we
have returning, we feel we can be an
even better team next season."
Both players will enroll in the school
in the fall semester and have two
seasons of eligibility.

Blackman,a5'10," 185-poundpoint
guard, helped Labette (Kan.)
Community College to 25-6 record
this season, which was highlighted by
reaching the second round of the
regional. He scored a career-high 29
points in a game against rival ArkansasLittle Rock.
"He has excellent ball handling slcills
and is a very consistent three point
shooter," Adams said. "Point guard
was a primary concern for us this
recruiting season because of the loss
of Greg Black."
Ashe is a 6'7" shooting guard who
played last season at Midland Junior
College, after spending one semester
at the University of Southern
Mississippi in 1993. Midland produced
former Bronc Terrance Rone and
current player Kelon Haynie. Ashe
helped the Chaparrals to a 22-7 record
and second place finish in the Western
College Athletic Conference last
season. He ranked third on the team in
three-pointers while shooting 32.4
percent from behind the arc and over
70 percent from the free throw line.
As a senior at Long Beach (Miss.)
High School, Ashe earned All-District
honors after averaging 22 points, six

rebounds and four assists per game.
"AJ.'s best days are still ahead of
him," Adams predicted. "He shoots
the ball well and is a great competitor.
His size should enable him to have an
edge over other players at that
position."
Adams said that Ashe's signing
would help ease the loss of Clay, the
second leading scorer in the Sun Belt
Conference last season with 18.1 ppg
average.
The Broncs also expect a
contribution from 6'6," 240-pound
forward Terrence Fitzpatrick.
Fitzpatrick played two seasons at New
Mexico] uniorCollege in Hobbs,N.M.,
and averaged 18 points and nine
rebounds per game as a sophomore.
Fitzpatrick earned his associate's
degree from the school last fall and
enrolled at UTPA in the spring
semester but did not play. He will
have two years ofeligibility remaining.
Adams said the Broncs hope to sign
at least two other players this spring.
UTPA has six players from the 199495 squad who have additional
eligibility remaining plus freshman
Leo Saucedo, who redshirted last
season.

Tennis teams end season on
;high and low notes
1Carlos Ybanez

(Sports Editor

t- - - - - - - - - - - -

'

, The Bronc and Lady Bronc tennis
traveled to Lafayeue, La., to
,compete in the Sun Belt Confernce
fTennis Tournament. The Lady Broncs
fperformed well in the three day Sun
:Belt Conference Tennis Championship
'. Tournament at Lafayeue, La., but the
Broncs suffered crushing losses in
double's play.
Ellen Nelissen, the soft spoken
Belgium native, trounced Rachel
Anders 6-0,6-3 in No. l singles in Sun
!:Belt Conference Tournament last
~~eek. But only Claudia Gonzalez
~could win another match as the Lady
!:Cardinals advanced, 5-2.
•:~ Nelissen, however, was rewarded
::!or an outstanding season and career
she became the first UTPA athlete,
Cmale or female, to become a three time
°'-11 Sun Belt Conference selection.
=Nelissen earned All SBC honors in
Gt992 and 1993 as well.
~3 She was joined on this year's team
)y Nin Karkkainen of Arkansas-Little
ock, Kendra Meichsner of Arkansas
::State and three other players from top
:seeded defending champions South
~Alabama.
~• "This is my senior year and I really
~wanted to make it," Nelissen said.
. Nelissen said she enjoyed her years
'. at UTPA, but admitted she wished the
: team could have fared better.
"I felt that way, butl had a good time

•[teams

....

r.~

~.

with my teammates," she said. "They
were very supportive of me and happy
for my success, even when they didn't
do so well. I had a good time at Pan
Am and am glad I stayed for five
years."
Nelissen, who compiled a 15-4
record this season while playing No. 1
singles and teamed with freshman
Karen Bowley on the No. I doubles
team mentioned beating South
Alabama's Cindy Summers, another
All SBC selection, as the highlight of
her season.
She dominated her match Thursday,
winning in less than an hour.
"I started off strong but in the second
set I lost a little concentration, but still
played pretty good," she said.
Gonzalez beat Janet Davidson 6-0,
6-3 for the only other UTPA victory.
Bowly and Erica Sanchez each lost
close three-set matches.
TheLadyBroncsthenfacedWestem
Kentucky, ending their season on a
high note by defeating Western
Kentucky 5-2 to take ninth place at the
championships.
Nelissen improved her record to 164 in single's play by routing WKU's
Leslie Cupp, 6-0, 6-0 at No. 1 singles.
Other Lady Bronc winners in singles
were Karen Bowly, Jessica Sanchez,
and Claudia Gonzalez. Nelissen and
Bowley easily beat Ericah Passmore
and Jessica Buckland 6-1, 6-0 in the
only doubles match completed.
The Lady Broncs finish their season
at 7-13.
Consistent doubles play was the

Achilles heel for the men's tennis team
formostoftheseasonanditultimately
cost the Broncs a chance to advance to
in the Sun Belt Conference
Tournament Westem Kentucky won
two key doubles matches to beat the
Broncs 4-3.
The fourth seeded Broncs (7-13)
and fifth seeded Hilltoppers (11-10)
split the six singles matches but WKU
won two doubles matches to take the
decisive point Under men• s collegiate
tennis scoring rules, each singles match
is worth one point while the school
winning two of the three pro-set
doubles match is awarded one point
Garcia, VonNacherand Smitheach
won their singles matches in straight
sets.
In doubles, WKU's Mole Curran
and Quincy Brown defeated Bronc's
Horacio Gutierrez and Garcia 8-3 in
one match. In theotherdoublesmatch
completed, Danny Barnes and Alex
Lykos of WKU beat Mike Smith and
Greg Lawrie.
The Bronc men's squad was not so
fortunate, however. For the second
consecutive day, doubles proved the
Broncs' undoing as they fell to Lamar
4-3.
Jesus Garcia, Gianni Von Naeher
and Brian Smith each won singles
matches for the second straight day.
But as was the case in Thursday's
quarterfinals loss to Lamar, the team
was let down by its doubles play.
"We haven't had the doubles
combination all year long," Michel
Fabry, assistant coach, said.

HIDALGO COUNTY
Office of Employment and Training
Serving Hidalgo and Willacy Counties

ATTENTION STUDENTS!!!
DO YOU NEED TWO YEARS OR LESS TO OBTAIN YOUR DEGREE?
WELL! if you answer yes to the above question, you might be eligible for financial
assistance.

Carlos Ybanez
Sports Editor
Shelby Thomas thought he had
given up a 400-foot home run on his
140th and final pitch, but he acrually
had pitched UTPA to a vital 4-3
victory over first place Jacksonville
on the weekend.
JU's mighty Dolphins, ranked 28th
nationally.had wipedoutUTPA's54 lead in the fifth inning of the first
game, when the Dolphins buried the
Broncs under three later homers, 18-

9.
"We had to get one game of this
series," Al Ogletree, baseball coach,
said. "We need to win three of the
last six games now, three home
(Southwestern Louisiana this
weekend) and three on the road."
A split of their final six should
make the Broncs eligible as one of
six teams qualifying for the Sun Belt
Championship, which may be held
here.
Thomas, a 6 foot junior from
Spring, proved himself the main
Bronc hero of a roller-coaster
weekend. The Broncs lost Friday's
opener, 12-6, so the pressure on him
to salvage the final game was
immense.
"The highlight to me was my last
pitch, because I thought he hit it out,"
Thomas admitted afterward.
Eric Wood crushed a change up
some 395 feet, beneath the 405 foot
sign in deep center, but speedy Dean
Davidson went back and caught it.
Thomas Rohan laid down a perfect
bunt on a suicide squeeze play after
Chuck Cox doubled in the sixth to
plate the winning run, making the
score 4-3. Jeff Moore's two-run
double and Matt Siskowski's runscoring single after Moore's first
double accounted for the other Bronc

The Pan American/ Eddie Garza

Shelby Thomas pitched the Broncs to a 3-4 victory against JU
Dolphlnes In a crucial baseball series.

well behind him. We have some
injuries. Heath Autrey may have a
broken hand from being hit with a
pitch and Jeff Moore has a groin pull
but you can't get him out of the lineup
with a stick of dynamite.
Thomas improved his record to 5-5,
butJorgeOrtizdroppedto4-8inlosing
the first game.
The Broncs didn't homer Saturday
but Moore socked three doubles.
JU improved to 33-14, 19-5 in the
conference, with the split. The Broncs
are now 17-31 and 8-13.Both Moore
in leftfield and Davidson in center
runs.
made spectaculardiving catches which
"Shelby pitched outstanding, as he went for naught in the 18-9 opener.
has done all year," Ogletree said.
Thomas said his 140 pitches were
"He deserved a break and they played the most he has thrown in a seven

inning game. Rain delayed the last
inning seven minutes.
"It was tough," he said. "No, the rain
didn't bother me. I just wanted to
throw my best pitch every time in the
last inning."
The winning pitcher retired the final
three Dolphins on a strikeout, a
grounder on a muddy infield to
shortstop RJ. Garcia, and the deep fly
ball, hit high to center. He went 3-2 on
each batter.
Thomas said his change up was his
best "out pitch" Saturday. He threw
about 20 of them and many resulted in
popups or fly balls. The last one went
395 feet but unfortunately to the
deepest part of the park and Davidson
went back and caught it.

Congratulations
Class of 1995 !

OFFICIAL
CAPS • GOWNS
HOODS • CLASS RINGS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Eligibility Criteria:

(A) Terminated/Laid off or received notice of termination
(B) Permanent closure or Substantial Layoff
(C) Long-term unemployed (15 or more of last 26 weeks) and actively seeking employment
(D) Formerly self-employed and now une~ployed beca~se of economic conditions
(E) Self-employed and in the process of gomg out of business.
(F) Family member of formerly self-employed individual but presently unemployed
(G) Farm/Ranch hand of formerly self employed farmer /rancher but presently unemployed.
(H) Family member of self-employed in process of g~ing out of business
(1) Dislocated from occupation because of natural disaster.
(J) Farm/Ranch hand of self-employed farmer/ rancher in process of going out of
business

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL
County of Hidalgo
Office of Employment and Training
EDWAA Department
120 N . 20th McAllen, TX 664-8952
Contact Person: Ruben Femat-Case Manager

The University of Texas - Pan American
Contact person: Mary Herrera
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Rick Garza
Staff

They come from all over Texas and
abroad, they're young, and relatively
new on the team. They are UTPA's
finest pitchers.
Ata closer look, the team of pitchers
is revealed to. be comprised of
hardworking young men that are
adjusting to the university level of
play. The pitching team is made up of
two seniors, two juniors, four
sophomores and five freshmen.
"They are a young staff and I am
proud of them," Coach Al Ogletree,
said. ''They have worked hard and
kept us in a lot of ball games."
A statistical view of the most
frequent players on the team shows
outstanding effonon their behalf; Kilci
Trevino started 3 games, has a win/
loss record of 2-0, an earned run
average of 3.08, pitched 26.1 innings
and struck out 17 batters in those
innings.
Shelby Thomas, another outstanding
member, started 12 games, has a win/
loss record of 5-5, an earned run
average of 4.91, pitched 77.0 games
and struck out 62 batters in those
innings.
Jody Moore started 11 games, has a
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win/loss record of 3-7, an earned run
average of 4.59, pitched 66.2 innings
and struck out 45 batters in those
innings.
Jorge Ortiz started 13 games, has a
win/loss record of 4-8, an earned run
average of 6.37, pitched 82 innings
and struck out 56 batters.
Stephen Christoph er started 3
games, has a win/loss record of2-2, an
earned run average of 8.88, pitched
24.l innings and struek out 15 batters
in those innings.
According to Ogletree, most of the
players are tranSfer students out of
junior colleges and are adjusting to the
game and university.
.
So far this season, the Broncs has
won two out of I 3 one-run games
which shows potential in the pitching

•
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·. Stude nts garne r AVR scho larsh ips Professor explains JFK mystique
Dr. Paul R. Henggeler, assistant researcher," librarian Virginia Haynie
professor of history, will discuss "The Gause, said. "He has written a book
Role of the Kennedy Mythology in on people of national prominence."
Henggeler is the author of The
American Politics" at 2 p.m. May 7.
in the Ralph Schilling Room on the Kennedy Persuasion: Tile Politics of
second floor of the university library. Style Since JFK (April 1995) and In
Henggeler will address a general His Steps: Lyndon Johnson and the
membership meeting of the Kennedy Mystique (1991).
A reception in the Library lobby
university's Friends of the Library,
but the program is open to the public will follow the presentation.
Henggeler will have copies of his
and free.
"Dr. Henggeler is a good 1995 book for sale at $25 each,
Csfeter/a from p. 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Two sophomores at lITPA are
among this year's recipiems ofscholarships from the Valley Rehabilitation Association (VRA).
Rene and Hector Requenez of
'Edinburg, both majoring in rehabilitative services, each received checks
• •for $500 last week from VRA. The
third recipient this year is Jessica
Jacobs, a senior at Edinburg High
'School.
Tom Shefcik. coordinator of the
rehabilitative services program at
lITPA and the president of VRA,
said the scholarships are provided to
students with disabilities. He said
' other financial aid is available to
students, butoften students with disabilities have additional financial

Mary Correa, chair of the VRA scholarship committee; Rene
Requef'lez, sophomore from and Edinburg, Jessica Jacobs,
Edinburg High School senior Hector Requenez Edinburg sophomore and Tom Shefclk, VRA president.
needs.
Sevtn Oaks Resort and Country Club hand-painted copy of their company
Much of the funds used to provide
or personal logo placed at the tee.
in Mission.
the scholarships come from the
Deadline to sign up to play in the
funds raised at the
the
of
Most
organization's annual golf tournaare from sponsorship of tournament is 5 p.m. May 5. For
tournament
menL
golf holes. Individuals and compa- more information or to enter, call the
This year's tournament will be
nies that wish to sponsor a hole should pro shop at 581-6267. There is a $35
Saturday, May 6, beginning with a
contact Shefcik at 381-2295 no later entry fee which includes green fees,
shotgun start at 12:30 p.m. at the
than May 2. Sponsors will have a beverages and golf cart.

both the declining balance and meal refused to comment on the legality of
verbal contracts dealing with bidding
plan systems.
The verbal changes, in one aspect, parties.
"We cannot comment on such issues
deal with the changing menu
specifications. The snack bar has no do to client confidentiality ," a
set menu. That (the menu) was spokesman for the system attorneys
changed(Fall 1992)duetotheaddition office said.
However, Henry Oh did comment
the declining balance system. It has
changed but not on paper," Oh, said. on the legality of such contracts.
"What's written will hold up in a
The system attorneys as well as the
Texas Attorney General's Office court of law," Oh said.

discounted from the publisher's price
$27.50.
One of the pwposes of the Friends
of the Library is to sponsor programs
and special events that will add another
dimension to cultural offerings now
available on campus and in the
community.
"We are promoting culture and
learning and promoting the library as
a lifetime learning tool," Gause said.
For more info, call 381-2303.

Abroad from p. 1_ _ __
"Students can view a whole new
world, American students can
contribute to others, and others can
contribute to American students,"
Santiago Villanueva, assistant dean
of students, said. "Traveling abroad is
something you will have for the rest
of your life."
For more information call 3813439,

Allee from p. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - Tile starof the perloonance Rebecca perfonnance that he should be proud a fine show.
Monroe, a junior high school student, of. All of his characters were distinct
was excellenL She portrayed Alice and they portrayed his various acting
the way she should have been abilities.
portrayed.
Mara Lee Rowin could not have
This young lady's acting ability been better as the the Queen of Hearts.
was amazing for one so young. She I can not see anyone else filling her
will surely continue to develop as an shoes is this role. She was more than
actress and I think we will hear from believable, she was the part.
hez in the years to come.
Everyone involved with the
Steven F. Helsing(Lewis Carrol, production should be commended for
Mad Hater, Cheshire Cat) gave a a fine performance. All actors put on

Luiz Munoz'sdirectionofthis play
wasexcellent. Hecasttherightpeople
for the right parts and the way the
performance was presented it could
have easily failed.
It didn't. Munoz should be
commended and I look forward to his
next project
Alice in Wonderland is a must see
for all ages. There still is time to catch
it tonight and through the weekend.

Workstudy from p. ...___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
"I was really excited! I couldn't
and she is happy to help people in our nator of the First Annual Work Study
iL Tilere had never been this
Student
believe
National
theYear.
of
all
thanlc
to
like
would
"I
community.
the people in the staff at HEP for Emloyment Week (from April 3-9) type ofrecognition before," Luna said.
making my job worthwhile," she said. was also lITPA Workstudy Appre- The criteria that needed to be met was
submitting paperwork, memoranRichard Trevino, Jr., Sandra's su- ciation Week.
One of the activities held was a dums, evaluations, and terminations
·pervisor, was exceedingly proud.
''Sandra has been tutoring for our hmcheon, at which student employ- on time.
Luna said that she enjoys her job
Special Program Division. She's our ees were nominated for Workstudy
and working with public relations. Pitching from p. s,_____ _____ _____ _____ ____
English and Grammar tutor for our of the Year.
"I hope that next year we'll get She works on the first floor of the
High School bquivalence Program
composed of 13 players. But as the mature and ready for next year,"
said.
.. UffiP)," Trevino said. "She's one of more nominations and more depan- library and helps employ about 100- staff and the team, Ogletree
season has progressed, some players Ogletree said.
13
if
that
means
game
one-run
A
·, those people who has a deep passion ment and supervisor support and in- 120 students at the library every Fall
Currently, there are nine games left
have been injured or have finished
were
they
season
this
lost
were
games
· for helping others as far as students volvements. Other than that this year and Spring Semester.
the
with
this season. This past Friday and
in
play
to
time
eligibility
their
won
nearly
or
point
one
by
lost
only
Luna says it's great to be recog-who want to persue their education has been a great one!" Marinoff said.
the team played against
relatively
a
Saturday
Therefore,
university.
was
this
of
example
An
point
one
by
The lucky person to gain the honor- nized, and supervisors should conare concerned. She's somebody our
rida. They need three
games.
the
Jacksonville,Ao
play
to
left
is
team
young
against
year
rlierthis
agameplayedea
} program treasures highly because she able position of supervisor of the year tinue to be recognized in celebration
to the Sunbelt
received
advance
to
and
well
games
done
have
"They
7-6.
was
score
the
where
Dame,
Notre
is Mrs. Edna Luna, the university with National Student Employment
: works so hard for us."
tournament
more
be
will
Conference
and
year,
this
was
experience
staff
pitching
the
Originally,
week.
' Belinda Marinoff was the coordi- library assistant.
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MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
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APRIL SPECIAL

.....................

pweiii:iioiii
______S_
i:....PATO

"The Crispy Plate"
(2) Crispy Corn Beef or
Chicken Tacos, Spanish Rice,
Ranchero Beans, &
16oz. Ice Cold Coke • • 2.

IPEaAUZINQ IN HANDMADE Fl.OUR 10RTILLAS
MRS. Q'S OWN HOM£MADE RECIPES ALL FOOD
MADE FRESH DAILY ON PRtMISES

TRY 'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EMI

•

OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALLI
EDINBURG •• •• 383-0725
PHARR (Bus. 83) •..•... 787-7401
McALLEN (Pecan) ...... 682-3176
McALLEN (Bus. 83) ... 687-8269
McALLEN (N. 10th) ••• 682-1S76

BROWNSVILLE ..... S41-0241

D.
TE
AN
Plasma Donors Earn Extra Cash
.. safe clinical procedure free Lab screening
$25.00 for yourl st four donations
with in 14 days

NEW CLIENTS ONLY
NEW DONORS ACCEPTED
MON. - SAT. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
SUN. 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Alpha Plasma Center
102 S.16th Street • McAllen
682-41 59
Mon-Sun

MASTER OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY OR
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
The Departme nt of Psycholog y and
Anthropol ogy at the University of TexasPan American is accepting applicatio n for
admission into the Graduate Program in
Psychology, which will be beginning its
second class of students in Fall of 1995.
Prospectiv e students should be admitted
into the Graduate Psycholog y Program.
For additional informatio n, contact:

8:30 - 4:30

MISSION ................ SSS-4S4S

WESIACO ............. 969-1414
HARIJNGEN .......... 428-6224

~6HTRIR6 STRIKES... monIHLY!

Surprise your folks.
When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny
talent of learning through osmosis.) So don't let fatigue get in the way of your A, Revive
with Vivarin®. One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
And it's just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you're up for it.

AVAILABLE AT:

MYTH ADVENTURES
3000 N. 10th St., Ste. C, McAllen 78501

1

01995

0~ Sm,rhKltn• S.•ch•m
~

ConsumerHealrhc;,,e

: Use only as directed

Revive with Vivarin~

687-3104
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Everyone's Selling
their Used .Books
at

-- FREE slice of

pizza L drink
(next Monday, Tuesday &...
Wednesday between
11 :00 am. - 4:00 p.m.
while you sell your books.)
,._, 00 ,._,

Sutntner Session
I~ II Books
Ready May 15th
Watch for
Summer School
Specials
,._, 00 ,._,

Caps&..
Gowns

$21.95

